
To create a simple dramatic effect with layers 

1 make a NEW page [Ctrl + N] with a white background.  

2 Import a Subject Image. 

3 Import a Effects background. 

4 Import an Basic background. 

5 change the title of the layers to match the function by double clicking on the title to highlight it in blue and 

retyping 

REMEMBER TO SAVE YOUR WORK AS A “TIFF” FILE AFTER COMPLETING EVERY STAGE OF THE PROCESS. 

This will save you hours / days of work that could otherwise easily be lost by not saving 

Phase 1 

5 Select the “Basic Background” layer and resize it to fill the new white page. 
[Ctrl + T – make your adjustments by dragging the handles to suit.  If you want to keep the aspect ratio hold the SHIFT key first 
and only use the corner handles] 

6 Select the “Effects Background” layer and resize it to fill the new white page. 

 

 

Phase 2  

7 Select the “Subject Image” layer  

8 Make a “selection” of your subject 

9 Make a copy of the “selection” [Ctrl + C]  

10 Paste the copy as an additional layer [Ctrl + V] Deselect the pasted image using [Ctrl + D]. 

11 Re name the title “Selected Subject” 

A:  With the Basic 

background layer 

selected 

[highlighted]  

B: Ctrl + T gives you 
this box with 
adjusting handles.  
C: Hover over a 
handle until an 
arrow appears click 
and drag to suite.  
 D: To keep aspect 
ratio HOLD down 
SHIFT key before 
dragging 
 
 



 

 

 

 

The order that these layers are placed in is important for the ultimate effect to be realised. Basically, each layer is 
“revealed” in bits blow another layer so in this case your order should be 

1. TOP selected “Subject Image” 
2. Next down “Effects Background” 
3. Next down “Subject Image” [before selection made] 
4. Next down “Basic Background” 

 
 
 
 

 
 

Note: The EYE is turned 

off to assist clarity and 

reduce confusion  

B:  Make a 
selection of the 
subject  
perhaps using 
“Quick Selection 
Tool”  

Note: The pasted 
selection  
as a new layer  



 

Phase 3 

Add a WHITE layer mask to the new Subject Image layer by ensuring the correct layer is selected [highlighted] and 

clicking the “ADD VECTOR MASK” icon at the bottom of the layer panel.  

          Vector mask icon looks like this 

 

Phase 4 

Add a BLACK layer mask to the Effects layer by ensuring the correct layer is selected [highlighted] and clicking the 

“ADD VECTOR MASK” icon at the bottom of the layer panel WHILE HOLDING DOWN THE ALT KEY  

       Vector mask icon looks like this 

 

 

Add a WHITE 
layer vector mask 
by clicking this 
Icon  

Layer Panel  

Layer Panel  

Add a BLACK layer 
vector mask by 
clicking this Icon 
whilst holding 
down the ALT key 



 

 

 

 

 

All your ingredients are now in place and ready for change, modification, and experimentation.  

Perhaps start on the top layer the “Selected Subject” layer.   
For clarity, it is a good idea to turn off all other “Eye’s” in other layers. 
 

 
 

1    Start by ensuring the correct layer is selected [highlighted]    
 

2     Select the white layer mask cy clicking on it 
 
3   Choose the BRUSH TOOL [Press B] 

4   IMPORTANT: make sure the foreground colour is BLACK [you are working on a white mask]  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

For clarity turn off 
all other EYES.  
This is done 
simply by clicking 
on them to toggle 
between on/off 



 

 
 
 
5   Choose your preferred brush type this is found on a drop-down menu from the “numbered” box.   
A:  Here there are many types of brushes. B:  You can scroll up/down for many more 
C:  You can click the cog wheel - to import other brushes. 
 
 

 
 
  

Having chosen your brush, you can now paint over the “Selected Subject” do achieve your desired effect.   
If you make a mistake you can either – [Ctrl + ALT + Z] or [Press x] – which changes the foreground to WHITE and you 
simply re-paint the area and it refreshes the original image back.  Toggle x again to continue. 
 
Remember, adjusting the brush size [pressing the [ key makes the brush smaller pressing the ] key makes the brush 
larger] can make a drastic difference to the effect you get – EXPERIMENT. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  



 
The effects can be whatever your imagination comes up with. 
 

 
 
 
Next make the “Effects Background” visible by clicking on its “EYE”.        
 
LEAVE the top layer “EYE” ON because you will then see in real time the full effect of your creation.  
 

 
 
 
 
 

As you brush your 
effects choice, you will 
see the result mirrored 
in the layer mask 



To reveal the background in a controlled way you now need to repeat the process; this time on the BLACK layer mask 
adjacent to the “Effects Background”  As you will now paint [brush] onto a BLACK layer mask, your foreground colour 
needs to be WHITE any errors can be dealt with as before, if you make a mistake you can either – [Ctrl + ALT + Z] or 
[Press x] – which changes the foreground to BLACK and you simply re-paint the area and it refreshes the original 
image back.  Toggle x again to continue. 
 

 
 
Finally make visible the “Basic Background “layer by clicking on its “EYE”. 
 

 
 
Save as a TIFF file to enable future changes.  Save as a JPEG for further adjustments and resizing for competitions. 

ENJOY 
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